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'!be develq.ment of the local and glcilal. cUmate is tqlic of many dicussials 

and conferences today. A grt7tIi.ng . scientific CXJllSen8US states that man is 

influencing the climatic system by releasing IIDre trace gases than the 

natural cycle will deposit at the same tine. Although the magnitude of the 

:future man-made climate cheng'S is difficult to estiImte, its dimension 

largely depends on the futural cleveJ.q.uent of the energy sector - the 

severeness of the ~ problem is mainly .i.nfluenoed by the overall energy 

use am. its structure aocordi.ng to the energy sources used. 

A solution as the ultimate qlti.on or neasure to reduce greenhouse gas emis

sions cannot be presented. Clanging demand structure as well as inter£uel. 

changes due to different carbon contents of fossil fuels C8ll have a signi

ficant inpact an the emission level. Nuclear power besides other non-fossil 

fuels, has the highest ~ reduction that can be achieved. 'Ibis paper fo

OlSses an the possibility to reduce ~ emissions fran energy CXJllVerSian in 

the SUWly system of the Federal Republic of GellDany by increasing the use 

of nuclear energy for the production of electrical energy and by utilizing 

it for the generation of district heat. 

Amr'oacb 
'lhis analysis builds up em a scenario by ~ an the future energy 

SURllY and energy demand structures whereby the yeer 2005 is a focus point. 

'!he energy input during the period 1987 to 2005 for electricity and 

district heat production is assurred to grow a1:x:Jut 27%. '!he cm:responding 

CD:2 emissions in the year 2005 are about 323 million tons fran electicity 

production - fi.ainly fran the fuel ~t of lignite (17%) mxi hard ooal 

(39%). About 18 million tans ~ derive fran district heat production in 
2005 - mainly £ran hm:d ooal (48%), gas (23%) and fran oil (19%). 
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'!be technical ~ reduction potent..i.al takes into accx>unt those measures of 

substituting fossil energy oonversion which can be realised looking fran a 

technical point of view. 

'!he (Data of ~ reduction strategies must be investigated in CXI'IpCU"ison to 

typical alternative systems as they lNOUld be used instead of the suggested 

nuclear systems. Here the oost are calculated fran the national ecxmanic 

point of view. '!be specific ~ reduction costs result fran the difference 

of ~ emissions divided by the difference of costs. 

'!be tedmjcal potential can be examined for its eCX>nat¥ to recieve an eoo

nanic ~ reduction potential. It rovers those substitution measures where 

the nuclear system has negative spec; fj c ~-reduction costs - inplying 

that the nuclear system can oonvert energy for lower specific costs than a 

cxmparable fossil system. 

Elect:.ri.city production 

In the field of electricity production a possilile substitution of coal by 

nuclear energy is analyzed. Nuclear power can staOO in for both lignite alXl 

hard coal, which might be cbrestic or inported. Generally t\«) possibilities 

are considered to increase the nuclear electricity production: increasing 

the load factor of nuclear power plants and substituting fossil por.er 

plants by nuclear ~ plants. A strategy based on the scenario by PR(XN)S 

assuming the ad:iitional construction of two nuclear power plants each year 

starting in 1997 and' pd.marily substituting lignite fixed power plants 

results in a possible ~ reduction of about 88 million tons in 2005. If 

the load factor of all nuclear power plants is brought up to 7500 h/a the 

possilile ~ reduction is 149 million tons per year. 

IJ.be analysis of the oosts of these potentials nust consider the difference 

.in price of ck::anestic and jnported hard coal. Figure 1 shows the difference 

of the specific ~ reduction oosts for the subsitution of electricity 

production in ooal fired power plants by nuclear power plants in dependencY 

of the load factor. A substitution of fossil energy pnxiuction by nuclear 

energy production with jnported hm:d coal or lignite respectively elabora

tes to have negative ~ reduction mats if a uH 1 j zation of DOre than 

4000 h/a is assumed. Looking at cbnestic hard ooal the ~ reduction msts 

are negative for a load of nore than 1500 h/a. '!be fact of lower electri
city production mats fran nuclear pcYWer plants than £ran fossil power 
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plants results that the whole techniaU potential is an eamanic ~ reduc

tion potential. 
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Figure 1: 
Specific reduction costs 
due to the utilization 
hours of the fossil 
energy carrier been 
substituted by nuclear 
energy 

'1his chapter deals with the possibility to uti1i2e nuclear energy for the 

sutPly of district heat. Generally there are t'IKJ ways to SUJ;ply district 

heat fran nuclear sources: the beat extraction :fran large IUlclear pc::Ner 

plants with the beat transportation to a nearby district heat netw:lrk and 

the inplementation of nuclear heating plants. 

'!be possibility of heat En¢raction fl:an existing nuclear power plants and 

heat transport:ation up to a distance of 100 ]an to SUWly surrouOOing 

district heating nebNorks is oonsi.dered. '!he heat extraction is l.imi.ted to 

a maxinum of 500 Ktlth out of a nuclear 1300 }fiel pc:Mer plant. '!he tedmical 

potential of this measure in 1987 is scaled up according to the reference 

scenario into the year 2005 resoluting in a ~ reduction p.:rt:ential of 

about 5 million tons. 

'!he other option to uti 1 i 2e nuclear energy for the district heat sUWly is 

to set up sped ,,1 nucleltr heat sources in local networks called heating 

reactors. '!here are several concepts for this technology in a large power 

range fran 2 *th up to 500 l+lth. 'Jllis analysis bases on the age structure 

of the eristing c:o-generation plants and on ~ thennal power which is 

expecte1 to be ad:Ied until the t:in¥3 of 2005 beginning in 1994. ~ technic

al potential for the thetmal p:1tt'& of this strategy is about 8.7 GWt:h
cmresponding to nearly 800 !rfith of nuclear heat.:inq plants to be built per 
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year. 'lhis measure resolutes in a ~-reduction potential of ncre than 6 
milliDn tons per year. 

'lhe costs of the heat extraction fran nuclear power plants are catpared to 

the average costs for the heat production in co-generation plants. '!be 

production in nuclear heating plants is catpaI'ed to the fossil oo-genera

tion plants 8c::cDrding to the used fuel. Figures 2 anj 3 smw the ~ reduc

tial potential in dependency of the specific ~ reduction costs of diffe-

rent measures. 
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dependency of the sped fi c 
~-:reduction oosts of the 
substitution of fossil heat 
production by the heat 
extraction out of nuclear 
power plants 

Figure 3: 

~-:reduction potential in 
dependency of the speci fi c 
~-reducti.on costs of the 
substitution of fossil heat 
production by the heat 
production in nuclear heating 
plants 
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'!he analysis shows that nuclear energy can cxmtribute to a significant CD:2 
reduction, especially in the field of electricity production it has the 

potential to reduce ~ emissions with little or no actli.tional ooste. Al

though the exteOOed utilization of nuclear energy is an efficient measure 

to reduce "grennhouse gas" emissions, it is not sufficient to reach the 

necessary reduction targets. 
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